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Notebook 1
1891–1905

WATER



That boy, Brukie’s Sandy, he was a one for plucking the world from the 
sea. Driftwood, rope, slimy knots of net and weed, bonxie feathers, odd 
leather slippers, bits of wool, salt sacks, mittens, wax paper, eggshells, 
Dutchmen’s caps, syrup tins, skeleton fish, the beaks and broken wings 
of gulls. Once, he scooped from the swell a hank of long yellow hair 
with the skin still upon it. Gave them gooseflesh, it did, those hard, 
tough fishermen, but the boy stashed it away in his bundle like it was 
worth something. 

And once, Jeemsie had to stop him from pulling aboard a half firkin 
of sodden grain wriggling with rats. ‘Ye gaakie lad!’ the old man cried. 

‘What have I told ye about the long-tailed fellers on the Lily Maud!’ 
The kick of Jeemsie’s seaboot busted up the rotting staves and flung the 
lot into the foam. And that boy, that Brukie’s Sandy, he hung his sorry 
head, for he knew as well as any there were things a fisherman should 
never even say, let alone bring aboard a boat. But still he kept his eyes 
on the sea, for what it would toss up next.

So there was none surprised at how it happened. Aye, none at all.
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April 1972
Do you remember when you were a wee thing, lambsie, and you 
begged for a story, a story true? Funny bairn you were, never 
wanting ‘Cinderella’ or ‘The Three Bears’, oh no, not you. You 
always wanted your grunnie to tell you about Fish Meggie, the 
Gutting Girl from the Top of the World, and at the end I would 
have to cross my heart and say, And it happened so, true as the puffin 
flies or the sealie sings or my name’s not Margaret Duthie Tulloch. Years 
it was, lambsie, before you guessed that Fish Meggie was me.

I promised, didn’t I, that I would write the stories down 
for you one day. You were right to be impatient, lambsie, you 
were right to roll your pretty eyes. One day is what mothers tell 
daughters, and daughters tell their daughters, and it just never 
gets to be one day. 

But I have been to town, lambsiegiven your mother the 
slipand I’ve bought myself this case of pens, blue and red and 
green, these books of lined paper, fresh and white. I have things 
to tell you before they take me off to one of those places where 
people put their bloomers on their heads and you have to eat 
blancmange whether you like it or not.

It won’t be what you’re expecting, not the fairytales of Fish 
Meggie you used to love. Even if I could remember exactly how 
I used to tell them, they wouldn’t sound the same, now you are 
no longer a wee thing and no longer begging for stories. And 
I canna remember them exactly, no. I used to make things up, 
hither and thither, or turn the details upside down, just to keep 
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the smile on your face. I know there is much I left out. We don’t 
tell children how sad the world can be.

Aye, and there are things I’ve never told anyone. Some 
things are not spoken of even when they are happening, and as 
the years go by it’s like the words that might explain them have 
been taken by the tide.

I am past eighty now, and I have done a fine job of forgetting 
a good many things in my life. But when I look at you, lambsie, 
nearly twenty-one and thinking there’s nothing of value you 
don’t already know, I am ashamed of myself. You don’t know 
who you are until you know where you’ve come from. Even 
when … Ah, well. Even when.

So I will write my story, if I can find the words. I will pull 
the pictures from my memory and try.

I am seeing with the eye of a bird. There’s a coastline, there 
are canvas sails, wee boats painted blue. Coming in closer, the 
boatie shore, the long stony sweep of it, and the soles of my 
feet are tingling. Everywhere, skinny children, barefoot on the 
shingle. I am blown from the shore, up the slope to a grid of four 
streets. Tiller Streetmy streetcrosses through them, rows of 
stone houses with their backs to the North Sea. The wind is a 
howl the likes of which I have never heard since. And in the air, 
a sea tang, fresh and sharp and rotten all at once, spiced up with 
old bait, fish guts, plumes from chimneys where the fish are 
hung to dry and smoke. I can see the stiff striped aprons of the 
women, the wifies. My mother’s face.

If I spoke these words to you now, lambsie, they would 
sound shivery-strange, all shirred up on invisible threads, clipped 
of the Aussie vowels my voice began to grow when I came 
down here to this place from the top of the world. My ink is 
turning to water, briny and blue. I look at her, that girl I was, at 
all those people with her, and I see how easily it breaks, my will 
to walk away from them lean and free. Because when it comes 
to family, you can walk from the top of the world to the bottom 
and still not be free.
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I will write them down, lambsie, the things I remember, 
and the things I have tried to forget. I will take my time, my 
own roundabout way, but I will do my best for you. It’s your 
story, too, whether you like it or not.

And it happened so, true as the puffin flies or the sealie sings or 
my name’s not Margaret Duthie Tullochno, I canna promise you 
that this time, lambsie. I’ve learned some things, see, and one of 
them is this: there’s no-one can tell a story true.
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I was born in a village as far north-east as you can go on the Scot-
tish mainland, closer to Norway than London. Roanhaven was 
only two miles from the town of Gadlehead, and I’m told they’re 
all the one place now. But back then, oh, we were a folk apart, 
we thought Gadlehead as much a stranger-place as Fraserburgh 
to the north, Collieston to the south, and all those inland villages 
where Ma would sell fish from the creel on her back.

Our house was a but-and-bena wee two-room cottage, 
that islike the others in Tiller Street, squat and polished smooth 
by the wind. That wind! Ach, a force, it was, a furious spinning 
of salt and grit and sleet sucked up from icefloes, ashpits, the 
spume of the ocean. It could scour the hairs off your arms, 
freeze the mud on your boots. Every year it took a little more of 
the houses in Tiller Street, wearing them away grain by grain. 
Not the frames, no, for the pink granite of Gadlehead will 
survive more generations than ever I’ll know, but the soft matter 
between that yields to the elements.

I was the youngest at number 8 Tiller Street. The otherswell, 
there was Da and Ma, Granda Jeemsie, my brothers, Archie, 
Jamie and Will, and my sister, Kitta. If you had asked Granda, 
Da or Ma which of them was head of the household, each 
would have owned the name and looked at you as though it was 
the feeblest of questions, too plain to need an answer. Although 
my mother would not have been telling you this in words. No, 
Ma had Looks for that.
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In the smallest but-and-ben in Tiller Street were Da’s sister 
Unty Jinna, and her daughter, Liza. And next to us, Sailor 
Wattie, who had his own boat and a share in ours, the Lily Maud, 
Ma’s sister Unty Leebie, and their children, Andrew and Elspet. 
Liza, Elspet and I were about the same age, so it was like having 
two more sisters. They could never come close to Kitta in my 
heart, though. No-one could.

We were sea people. We lived by its moods and rhythms 
as much as the fish and birds that were part of the order of 
things. From the time we could stumble along the boatie shore 
on our own feet, we’d be workingcollecting whelks and 
limpets for bait, pitching stones at gulls pecking at the fish on 
our mothers’ drying racks. Later, boys were expected to go to 
sea on the family boat or a neighbour’s, while girls were put 
to service in the large estates thereabouts, or married young to 
another fisher family and made useful that way. A fisher canna 
be in want of a wifethat was the common wisdom and no-one 
quarrelled with it back then. When we children stood with our 
bare toes in the icy sand, gazing out to sea, I fancied there was 
freedom in what Archie, Jamie and Will saw, a ticket to the 
wide world, beyond the life I would know. To catch a glimpse 
of my future, I’d to turn in the other direction, to the land. 
There I would see the labour of the mending sheds, the worn 
tracks between the peat country and our fireplaces. Tubs of 
grey, soapy water where woollens were scrubbed on wooden 
boards. Roadways leading to the farms and estates where my 
mother and aunties walked to sell fish. For me and Kitta, for 
Elspet and Liza, the pattern of the years ahead would be plain 
and safe and all the dreary same.

It didn’t stop me from yearning, mind. Even my earliest 
memory …

I was a wee bairn when I tottered into the winter sea. 
Straight in, clothes and all. Folk said later I was blessed to be 
alive, that my heart didn’t stop, nor my blood turn white. Jockel 
Buchan, an old fisherman, strode through the shallows to reach 
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me. Waded in, he did, almost to the knees of his great seaboots. 
I remember this, aye, but I don’t remember feeling frightened, 
or cold, though how could I not have been? Nor the sound 
of Kitta and Liza squealing like piglets all the while he was 
hauling me ashore. Nor Unty Jinna shaking my shoulders and 
calling me a raickless bairn. These things they told me later. What 
I  rememberaye, even now, I rememberis struggling to be 
free of the arms holding me safe, twisting round to the water 
again, searching the sea for another glimpse of the huge white 
wings that had lifted from the waveslick and flown far away 
into the sky. The most beautiful thing, lambsie! Ma used to say 
my pretty birdie was a kittiwake or a solan goose that had strayed 
too close to the shore, and what a foolish bairnikie who would droon 
herself for that! But I knew it was something miraculous, and 
I cried to fly away with it. 

Granda Jeemsie took on a rage about my little rush into the 
sea. He muttered for weeks and shook his head. He spat on the 
ground and marked a cross on the sand with the blade of his 
gullie knife. He gave a sixpence to the widow of Jockel Buchan 
when the old man and his yawl were taken by a storm that same 
winter. Jeemsie Neish giving away a sixpence! Now, that was a 
thing to remark on.

~

My people would have recognised you, lambsie, you and your 
mother both. You have the look of Ma’s side of the familythe 
Neisheson your brow and in your eyes. Aye, and in the set of 
your frame, too. Wifie’s bones, Ma used to say, her proud claim 
to generous hips and a strength in the spine fit for fetching and 
carrying. I canna expect you’ll think on it as any sort of blessing, 
but you’d have been given the nod back then, lambsie, the nod 
and the closed-lipped smile of those parts that was grim and 
smug both.

Me, now, I always had the Neish build, too, but there was 
not a soul who would smile upon on a reid-heidit throwback 
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from some ancient Pictish kin. The Neishes would lay no claim 
to red hair, and nor would Da’s side, the Duthies. Be thankful 
this curse passed you by, lambsie. Aye, I know you’re smirking, 
thinking your grunnie fanciful with talk of curses, but it was 
not a thing to smile about then, no.

Imagine this:
In the distance, a little quiniea wee fisher girlis running 

up near the braes, her hands flailing about like stars, long hair 
whipped from her scalp in knots and skeins. It’s dusk. No-one 
pays her any mind. Too much to do. Loaded murlins to carry to 
the boats, the boats to be readied for sea, no time for else but the 
business of setting sail this night.

Granda Jeemsie and Da are striding in front with coils 
of lines slung about their shoulders. Ma and Unty Leebie are 
behind, bent under the weight of floats and ropes and hooks. 
Then come the boys, laden too, but still green enough to be full 
of the thrill of Going to Sea.

Suddenly Ma freezes. No. The word catches a moment in 
her throat. No, NO!

Leather floats tumble from her murlin, skitter across the 
sand. She swings around. Archie! Jamie! But they have seen for 
themselves and are already running, though too late to stop it, 
too late, too late.

The little quinie has danced her way down to the boatie 
shore, flitting along, chasing after gulls, her fists pounding the 
air as they escape her. She turns away from the sea.

Ma pants, florid. It could not be worse. The quinie is right 
in front of the fishers now. She is all Granda Jeemsie’s scandalised 
face can see.

He stops. And so does Da. And Sailor Wattie. And Buckey’s 
John and his boys. All of them stopped cold by this reid-heidit 
child who has put herself between them and the sea.

And then Granda Jeemsie rips the lines from his shoulders. 
Get from my sight! is what he says, but the words are mangled up 
in rage. He stomps back to Tiller Street, pushing Ma aside with 
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the meat of his hand, leaving the coils for her to gather and 
rewind. The rest of them follow, turning the dusk thick with 
spittle and mutter. 

The fleet would not be setting sail that night.
I knew I’d done a terrible thing, and never would I do it 

again, but just what it was I’d done was a bewilderment that 
day. I made myself small on the sand, hugging my knees. Kitta 
will come, I told myself, Kitta will come find me. By the time 
I heard her calling my name, I was a wretched, whimpering, 
shivering thing. She dragged me to my feet and hugged me, and 
I wept into her plaited hair.

Kitta wiped away the snotty strings from my face with a 
scrunch of her skirt. Ye’re to be quiet now, Meggie mine, she said 
firmly. Home an’ straight to bed, Ma says. And when I nodded, she 
put a finger to her lips, took something from her skirt pocket 
and handed it to me. Turning the folded lump of bread over, I 
spied a pink sugar scraping inside. A jeely piece! I gasped, looked 
up. My sister was grinning. 

Ma knelt by our closet bed later, and her voice was a gruff 
whisper. The fishers say it’s unlucky, she told me, her fingers 
opening and closing as if trying to pluck something from the 
air. And maybe they be right, quinie, maybe no, but isn’t for us to say 
when they be the ones the sea plays with, a witch who can give or take 
at leastest whim. 

I listened, aye, and I learned, and from then on I stayed far 
from the boatie shore on the nights the men left so never again 
would they be cursed by the redhead crossing their path.

Mind, when it came to the things a Buchan fisherman 
thought cursed, the list was long. Pigs, rats, cats, hares, rabbits, 
salmon … Even now it feels reckless to write that list of words, 
as any child of fisherfolk had it slapped into them, from the time 
they could point, that pigs were to be called four-fitted beasts or 
grunters, rats were long-tailed fellers, salmon, the reid fish. Pastors, 
now, they couldn’t be named, nor seen near the boats, and we 
called the kirk the bell hoose. Strange, you think, that the work of 
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the Lord should be held in such fear? Well, fishermen didn’t like 
to take chances when it came to offending gods, the pagan and 
the Christian both. To show reverence to the Lord, well, that 
might upset the Witch.

I don’t know, lambsie, just what it was about red hair that 
threatened the fishermen’s pact with the sea. But I remember a 
day when our Archie was sending me dark looks as he dumped 
by the door a ruined twine of lines shredded by dogfish. Like 
the fault was mine. Ma took my chin in her hands and knelt 
down to whisper. Don’t ye fret, quinie, for if we end our days with 
hair at all, it all be the same colour. But look, lambsie, see how 
wrong she was. Dulled with age it might be, but my hair has 
never gone the usual white or grey.

She could be soft at times, Ma could, when it came to 
me and Kitta, glancing around first to check there was none 
watching to mistake soft for weak. But she was a tough woman, 
aye, like all the fishwives of those parts, because tough they had 
to be.

Times were different then. You’re rolling your eyes again, 
aren’t you, lambsie. That’s what old folk always say. But it’s true. 
Time matters. You will know this when you look it in the face. 
Isn’t a child alive today who could have survived back then. I 
don’t mean the hardships of those daysthe meanness of the 
food, the idea that children should work for their keep. Those 
are things that can be endured, and if a child now were to be 
cast back through the years and flung into a but-and-ben in 
Roanhaven, the wee thing would learn. Learn and survive. 
People do when they have to.

No, the thing I venture would befuddle a child of today 
is this: in the scheme of the universeyour family, your 
villageyou were one notch north of a hindrance and two 
south of a help. Loved you were, aye, in the way of those days, a 
careless kind of love that took all manner of things for granted. 
But if you had a thought in your head there was none who 
would stoop to hear it and none to say you mattered the peeriest 
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thing. And if you were a girl, you’d to get used to that, aye. You 
would forever be the last, the very very last, in a world where 
the words of men and the ways of shoalfish and the direction of 
the wind were what mattered. 

I canna imagine a child of today taking it into their head 
that they were not the centre of all else. That the world was not 
waiting for the next thing they might say.
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May 1972
Ach, all the nieces and nephews of mine there might be in 
the world somewhere, all the family I don’t know. Could be, 
lambsie, could be you are the first of the Neishes and Duthies to 
have your own special name, one that doesn’t belong to a long 
line of those who have gone before you. Laurathat was your 
mother’s choosing. Always a mind of her own, that one. 

Maybe it seems I was going along with the past when I 
blessed your mother with a family name, but there’s a thought to 
make me smile. It wasn’t for tradition that I called your mother 
Kathryn, it was for someone I loved with all the beats of my 
heart. And because in the midst of so much forgetting, this I 
wanted to remember.
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Kitta wasn’t the name my sister was christened. Ma gave her 
Grunnie’s name, Kathryn, but no-one ever called her that. Kathryn 
Duthie? Well, that wasn’t any use to those who must know which 
Kathryn Duthie it was you meant when there were Duthies all 
about those parts, as far inland and along the coast as you could 
tramp in four days, and a Kathryn in every third but-and-ben 
besides. So they would make up tee-names. I suppose we would 
call them nicknames now. A stamp of ownership would be added, 
some little flourish to explain which Kathryn or Janet or Isobel, 
which of the Duthies or Buchans or Rosses, and that would be an 
end to it, whether you liked it or not. Me, I was Ginger Meggie 
to begin with. Ma was always called Jeemsie’s Belle. There was 
Postie Andrew who drove the post cart. Net Tildie mended nets 
for the herring boats. Jinna’s Lizaah, now, that was a cruel one, 
for it told to all the world that there was no father to give a name 
to my cousin. Liza seemed always to carry that shame like a 
bundle on her back, like she was a child born to be sorry.

Kitta was a few days old when she saw Da for the first time. 
In he stomped, Weelim Duthie home from the sea, a six-foot 
bluster of seaboots and salty wool, and they say she opened her 
eyes and screeched herself pink and purple at the face peering 
down into her crib. Like a kittlin at the stranglin’, Da pronounced 
in disgust. So Kathryn became Kitta. And to most in the village, 
she was Weelim’s Kitta. You see, you never could get by with 
just the name from the pastor’s blessing. 
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My beautiful Kitta. I wonder, you know, about names. 
Are they just labels to make the everyday easy, or have they 
some special power to bestow luck, good or ill, on the head 
of those they tag? Did the name Kitta turn a placid Kathryn 
into the wild girl people thought her, or was it always destined 
to be so?

~

I remember the day Kitta announced she would not marry. We 
were all of us plucking whelks from pools near the boatie shore, 
and Brukie’s Sandy lolloped towards us in his gangling way. 
Pretty Kitty! he called in a gurgle of laughing, his slack-chinned 
face full of light.

Kitta straightened up and called out Ay ay! and Here’s some 
dulse for ye, Brukie’s Sandy.

He took the treat from her and waved his arm like a windmill 
as he galloped away, grinning back at Kitta. His cheeks were fat 
and bulging with the chewy, briny seaweed we all loved.

Ooh-hoo, Will sang. There goes the bridegroom and here comes 
the bride!

And Liza piped up in her tuneless little whine: Ooh aye, ooh 
aye, Kit-ta’s get-ting ma-ar-ried!

Kitta smiled back at poor simple Brukie’s Sandy and waved 
and waved until he was just a speck against the sky. And then she 
turned to the others, scornful, and put them straight. Married? 
Not her. Not ever.

Such a thing to say! Foolish. Raickless. Of course, the 
pronouncements of a twelve-year-old girl were normally paid 
no mind, not even by other childrenexcept adoring younger 
sisters. But this day, there was something convincing about the 
way Kitta tossed her long dark plait when she said it. Something 
fearless in how she stamped her heel on the rubbery weed.

Elspet blanched, and Liza snorted loudly, and both of them 
looked to Will, who was thirteen and soon to Go to Sea with 
Archie, Jamie and the men.
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Don’t ye be foolish, he said, and he seemed to be casting about 
for some reassuring word. Ye’re no bonnie clip, that’s true, but ye’re 
a hardworking quine an’ there’s lads who don’t take poorly to a fat face.

I opened my mouth. Closed it. Could find no words. My 
lovely sister! Her beautiful face, like farm cream and Sunday 
roses!

Kitta shut him up with a look, withered the pity right 
there on his face. She didn’t stoop to answer but that night she 
whispered to me, I’ll not be stayin’ put to be married, Meggie mine. 
I’m goin’ to leave this place an’ see the world! 

I put my hand in hers and tried to smile and she squeezed 
my fingers hard.

It was madness. We girls weren’t going anywhere. We had 
only to look at Ma to see the map of the rest of our lives. Already 
we were in training, fetching and carrying for our brothers at 
sea, scraping the mud from their seaboots, reddin’ the lines for 
the Lily Maud, cleaning before the men came in and after they 
went out again so our home was as neat as God’s house. Good 
daughters who would become good fishwives.

And it was a sin to be caught hand-idle when we could 
be knitting. We knitted from the time we could master the 
simplest stitchesknit, purl, stockinette. Everywhere we went, 
no mind what else we might be doing, there’d be a ball of thick 
blue yarn and a pair of needles stuffed into our leather knitting 
beltswiskers, they were called. And if there was a moment to 
spare, clean hands or not, we’d knit. Ganseys, drawers, mittens, 
scarves. Long seaboot stockings knitted in the round so there 
were no joins to rub the ankles of our fathers and brothers. It 
was a serious business, this, not just a thing to while away the 
hours before bed. We had to knit tightly, on fine needles, with 
never a dropped stitch: a gansey that let in the cold, the bite of 
that wind, was not a bit of use to a fisherman in a gale or a child 
gathering bait on the boatie shore or a fishwife tramping farm to 
farm across the heather moors. Those plain, workaday garments 
were all we had to keep ourselves warm, and everything we 
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woreeverything, lambsiewe knitted ourselves. Oh, you canna 
imagine how scratchy they were, those woollen drawers and 
vests, how the fibres would chafe against your cold, raw skin! It 
would take years for them to soften, if ever they did, and I would 
take care to keep my old misshapen underclothes from Ma’s eyes, 
so she wouldn’t make me knit myself a prickly new set.

We girls were yanked from the classroom from time to 
time to learn from our mothers. I’d to help Ma on her rounds 
through villages inland, to farm women, to cooks in the big 
houses. The burden Ma carried in the creel on her back would 
change its load as we went, but not its weight. The fish would 
be replaced with grain and neeps, butter and cheese. Ah, a long 
time it’s been since I’ve thought of those daysthe rhythm 
of our walking, the swaying of the creel, the way Ma would 
haggle to get a good trade.

It was just the way life was. Our labour was needed by 
family, fleet and village, and the children we bore would be the 
labour for a new generation. Kitta’s vow not to marry, her wish 
to see the world, was purest foolery.

But I believed her. I’d have believed anything Kitta said. 
And I understood, oh aye, I did. Sometimes when you catch 
a glimpse of the everyday, something happens and the view 
gets skewed, and in that moment the way you look on things 
is changed forever. That’s what had happened to Kitta and me 
years ago, when we saw The Beasts that Go Down to the Sea.

Imagine this, lambsie:
It’s the muddy hours of an April dusk, and Unty Jinna herds 

three little girls to a high point up above Roanhaven, skybound 
and windblown. It overlooks the curve of coast where the boats 
leave for the shoals. They say Jinna comes here to remember the 
laughing man who loved her, who set off in his boat one night 
and never came home.

Salt stings our eyes when we lift our faces from the nest of 
our woollen shawls. Liza grizzles until Unty Jinna pulls from 
her pocket a piece of dulse. Kitta glances at me, a slight raise 
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of a brow. Liza will cry at the least thing, and loudest when her 
mother has a pocketful of dulse.

From our place above, we can see the Lily Maud and the 
other boats jerking at anchor in the shallows. And then come the 
fishermen, weighted down with lines, the womenfolk behind 
them, staggering in the onrush of wind from the sea. A watery 
procession blurring in our eyes.

A sleety wind lashes us from the sea, flattens our skirts against 
our knees. Kitta and I pull at the wool with our mittened hands 
but it sticks to our legs like wet sails. Our eyes are raw from the 
howling wind. When we look down again to the boatie shore 
a vapour has risen from the sea, swirling skyward in shrouds 
of white. We gasp, Kitta and I. We canna breathe. And when 
our breath returns we shriek and shriek like a pair of hooked 
gulls. For there below us, lurching about in the shallows, are 
two-headed monster-people, hunchbacked and many-limbed. 

The sea is full of beasts.
What nonsense is this! Unty Jinna slaps our cheeks. And 

when we huff out the terrible words, Jinna slaps us once more, 
exasperated. Beasts? There be no beasts! she tells us again and again. 

But there were, and for a long time I would carry them in 
my head. It was all the more terrifying because Kitta, older and 
cleverer than me, had seen it, too. After that, Kitta and I would 
speak quietly to each other of The Beasts that Go Down to 
the Seaeven though by then we knew it was a thing of the 
everyday we had seen: Ma and the other wifies rolling off 
their stockings, hitching up their skirts, ferrying the men on 
their backs from the shore to the boats. ‘Floating’ the men and 
their gear.

Ma was puzzled when we told her about the beasts, and 
talked to us as though to a pair of simpletons, spelling it out for 
us slow and plain. 

The men must be kept fit for work, quinies. They must keep 
their seaboots dry for the spell at sea. No fish, no money, see? No fish, 
no food!
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But it didn’t seem rightno, it did notand what I felt in 
my spine that night is what I saw in Kitta’s face when she vowed 
to see the world and never to marry. 

And I made a promise, too, lambsie, a promise to myself. 
Maybe I would marry, maybe notI thought to keep my 
choices many. But my promise was this: I would carry no man 
on my back. 
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The year I turned eleven, the world began to change. Now 
that I look back on it, I know there were big things happening 
all over and everywhere. That man in America started up his 
motor vehicle empire. The war in Africa had just come to an 
end, with many a man and boy losing his life. Two brothers flew 
up into the sky in a fantastical machine, and flew down, too, 
which was more the wonder. And in the freezing north some 
silly explorer pushed off in a little boat to sail the Northwest 
Passage. That was World Progress in 1903, lambsie, a year that 
had its share of madmen.

None of that touched us in Roanhaven. And what Progress 
there was to speak of in Gadlehead town I couldn’t say, either, 
because we didn’t take much interest in the Gadle’s world 
except for the market where Da took his catch. Or if the town 
happened to reach across to us in the villagewhich it was soon 
to do, with the curers and their wallets and their arling books. 
I’ll tell you about them by and by. 

In Tiller Street, Progress caught us by the scruff of the neck 
in 1903. For some years, fewer of the men had been fishing the 
home coast with longlines, returning with loads of mackerel and 
ling after days at sea. The way of their fathers and grandfathers 
was a dying thing. Herring now was King, making its stamp on 
towns and villages all along the north-east coast. Roanhaven 
had started to change, too. Our men began the wrenching 
business of beaching family vessels on the boatie shore and 
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hiring themselves to the new steam drifters from Gadlehead’s 
fleet; no-one from the village could afford to buy a drifter. Da 
held out longer than most, hoping the deepsea fish would take 
hold in the markets again. But the Age of the Silver Darlings 
had come, and fishermen, if they were to remain fishermen, 
had no choice but to tie their fate to the herring. Grudgingly, 
Da and Sailor Wattie said that come spring they and the boys 
would join the fleets doing the circuit from the Western Isles up 
to the Shetlands, down along the home coast and further south 
to East Anglia. For nine months of the year they would follow 
the shoals.

Kitta had learned the names of the faraway places that Da 
and the boys would go to, and she listed them for us, holding 
court. Stornaway, she said, her eyes mysterious, her fingers tracing 
circles in the air. Castlebay, Scalloway. Lerwick, Baltasound.

Will they see elephants? Elspet whispered. Will there be 
Wild Injuns?

And we laughed at her, Kitta and I, laughed at such 
foolishness. But you know, lambsie, there was something hushed 
and magical about those foreign names, and it seemed to us that 
our fathers and brothers had become strangers already. At school 
we begged Miss Birnie to show us on the coloured globe of the 
world. The speck she said was Aberdeen was the closest place to 
us, and we traced a line from there to where the herring boats 
would travel. It didn’t seem so far on the globe, measured in 
bits of inches, but still we were in awe. And in time we would 
be jealous.

Only now, looking back, can I set my mind to thinking 
how jealous Granda Jeemsie must have been, how bitter to 
be left behind with the wifies and quinies. Too old for the 
drifters, he was, but fit enough still to take the Lily Maud out 
after cod and haddock off the coastfish for those of us left in 
Tiller Street, and for Ma’s creel. This he would manage with 
a makeshift crewwhoever he could find. Whoever was, like 
him, too old for the drifters, or perhaps too young.
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And so that year it began to unravel, the pattern of life in 
Roanhaven, for so long knitted together with plain, sturdy yarn 
and only a rare dropped stitch or knobbly thread to interrupt 
the seamless everyday. The order of things changed, aye. But 
not the old ways.

And this is the important thing, lambsie. In 1903, in the 
midst of so much Progress, so much change, the old ones 
remained with us in Roanhaven. The old ways clung. 

If ever I find the words to tell you about what happened to 
Brukie’s Sandy, this is what you will have to remember.
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June 1972
Kathryn and her worry eyes came today. All this nonsense about 
salt, I canna abide it. I have been eating salt all my life, one way or 
another, I told her. I will not be taking my eggs without it now. But 
she has been to that fiend with the horse face and gloomy words 
and has booked me in, she says, to have my blood pressure 
checked and all manner of other things.

I looked at her this morning and thought: I have a daughter 
of fifty-two years. Why should this thing I know already knock 
the breath from me? But the age of a child seems a greater 
marker of time than a person’s own age, and it holds a special 
grief that comes with having walked already the path they are 
coming upon, knowing, suddenly, there are not many paths, just 
this one. My Kathryn. Isn’t that her face is lined overmuch, she 
is silk-skinned, and beautiful still, but age is doing the pushing 
and pulling it always does, aye, and she is no more the quinie 
I still think her. Her hands, though, I like to look at her hands, 
smooth from the clay she works with. 

How suspicious she was when I told her I wasn’t ready to 
take my books back to the library yet. She gave me a Lookoh, 
how like Ma she can be! Had I been going to town on my own 
again, she wanted to know, when I’d promised her I wouldn’t? 
No, I said, and for once it was truth. I haven’t been to town, nor 
anywhere. But I didn’t tell her what it is that’s taking up all my 
time, I haven’t let her see me writing in my book. She wouldn’t 
like that, no indeed.
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But I am forgetting, lambsie, drifting off the track, writing 
as if to a diary of the day, instead of writing to you of the past.

What a strange thing it is, this looking back, remembering. 
There was this girl that was me, and she did this thing and did 
that, and I watch her in my memory. I know she was doing 
the right thing here, lost her way there, should have recognised 
dangers that seem so clear now. I wince when I see her do what 
she will regret, say things I know will hurt her in the end. I see 
her like a girl in a story. Someone a bit like me but more foolish, 
more wise, more brave, more this, more that. A bit like me but 
not me. And you’re thinking: of course, that’s how everyone 
remembers, like watching a film of their lives.

But sometimes I’m inside that girl, I’m inside the story. 
And I have no more idea of what she should do than she does 
herselfno wisdom to see from the outsidebecause I am the 
girl and the story will do as it will.
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Meggie, Kitta whispers, her head low over a slate of chalky sums. 
Meggie, hear. I’m goin’ to the fish!

Ye’re not!
Am too, Ginger Meggie. And she produces a shilling from 

the pocket of her skirt, turns it over in the palm of her hand 
like it’s a magic-man’s trick. As well it might be for the way 
I gape at it.

She laughs softly. Eh, hush your mouth, quinie, or ye’ll swallow 
a bumblebee.

But ye canna go to the fish. Ye know what Ma says: it’s not 
respectable. She’ll not let ye. An’ Granda will … I stop. Am unable 
to imagine what Granda Jeemsie will say.

Kitta tosses her plait but doesn’t look so sure. Maudie Ross 
has signedMaudie Ross!and is there a livin’ soul in Roanhaven 
would say the Rosses are not respectable? Ma will be pleased for the 
shilling. She gives me a little push, looks at me anxiously. She will, 
don’t ye think?

But Granda …
I’ve signed the book, Meggie. I’ve signed an’ that’s an end to it.
But no, it was Ma who put an end to it. Granda Jeemsie 

never even got to say his piece, for it was over before the Lily 
Maud came home next day. The shilling was returned and the 
whole of Tiller Street heard just what Ma thought of chaifing 
snipes who would take the pledge of a girl not yet fourteen and 
who didn’t have her parents’ leave to give it.
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It was a wonder those arling men from Gadlehead kept 
coming back to sign up Roanhaven girls. They never had 
collected too many names in their books. Maybe the drift of 
fishers to the Gadlehead crews gave them hope, I don’t know. 
But families slow to send their men to the herring were slower 
still to give up their women. It didn’t pass the thoughts of those 
in the village that domestic life would not continue as it had, 
the girls doing the work they’d always done with never a glance 
to the world outside. Roanhaven families knew about the lasses 
gone to the fish, they’d heard how the crews travelled about by 
boat and by train, living far from their familiesscandalous! It 
was no life for honest fisher girls, God-fearing and good.

But still the Gadlehead curers sent their hopeful men, 
offering girls the lure of a shilling to be arled for the season. 
And then, if a girl was a fast worker, she could bring home 
a little pile to the family at the end of the year. Those arling 
men were cunning with their silky words, aye, they knew just 
what to say, and every girl heard the word escape like a whisper. 
Becoming a gutting quine, well, it meant leaving the tight 
grip of family, travelling beyond the village, beyond even the 
town. A ticket to the wide world. Who wouldn’t be gasping 
for that?

So Ma kept a narrow eye on Kitta, and let it be knownin 
Gadlehead, in the estates nearbythat she had a daughter ready 
to go into service. A respectable girl who worked hard and 
knew all she needed to and nothing indeed she shouldn’t. 

~

I remember that day, a week before Kitta’s fourteenth birthday, 
like it’s happening now. There she is, standing outside number 
8  Tiller Street with her long braid looped up and tucked 
beneath Grunnie Neish’s second-best hat. A flush is on her face, 
that sweet, lively face, and nervousness in the way she scuffs 
at the ground with the toes of her thick boots. A brand-new 
kist is by her feet, light as air to carry: Kitta hasn’t much but 
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underclothes and her needles and balls of wool. Rowescroft 
House supplies uniforms for kitchen quines, and she’ll be given 
thread and needle and expected to make one of them fit her.

She has a little yellow daisy in her hat that someone has left 
on the lid of her kist. Brukie’s Sandy, I think, and I wish I’d 
thought to do the same, I wish I’d picked her a whole bunch of 
yellow daisies to carry as she leaves.

I’ll knit ye a scarlet gansey to wear at Hogmanay, quinie, she says 
lightly, flicking at my fringe with her long fingers. Just the thing 
for a ginger head.

I count up how many weeks and days to Hogmanay, when 
Kitta will come home.

Oh, now, don’t blub, Ginger Meggie, ye mustn’t blub, she says. 
I look at her face, suddenly shiny, suddenly wet. Don’t ye 

blub yourself!
She turns away as I hug the scratchy woollen jacket that my 

sister will wear on Sundays to a church that is only a few miles 
the other side of the Gadle but might as well be on the moon, 
or even in Aberdeen.

~

With Da and the boys gone, and now Kitta too, it seemed to be 
change, change, everything changing. But in truth, life coasted 
on for some time, in the way it had always done.

Da’s goodbye to me was a short sermon on obedience and 
godli ness. I’d heard him remark to Ma that I would be more 
useful now at home than at school and anyone in the parish with 
eyes could see that. She raised her brows but said nothing. From 
then on, I would push my palms together every night and pray to 
be given the two more years of school that the law allowed me.

How I loved that little schoolroom at the end of Hailness 
Street, with its long brown tables and wooden benches. It was 
there that I could read Real Books. I read them all, aye, every one 
the school had. Kidnapped, The Dog Crusoe, Rob Roy, The Jungle 
Book, Romeo and Juliet, The Class Book of Physical Geography (New 
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and Enlarged Edition), all seven volumes of A Scottish Keepsake and 
six of The Willow Compendium of Prose and Verse. What precious 
things, no matter their flaky spines and oily smudges smelling of 
fish. What exhilaration to open a book and disappear! My first 
notion, it was, that there were people in the world who didn’t 
live like us nor think like us, who gave no heed to the will of 
the sea. I didn’t care much for Miss Birnie reading aloud to the 
class. No, it was words printed on the page I wanted, the feeling 
there was a voice speaking just to me as if I was someone who 
might understand, a person with Real Thoughts in her head.

I read anything that passed my eyes within the small world 
of Roanhaven: labels on boxes of matches, on packets of tea, on 
all manner of things. The amber bottle of Lifegiving Balm kept 
at the back of Ma’s dresser that promised to gently infuse its Kindly 
Influence into those Parts in the most perilous Disorder. I had my eye 
always on the hymn books at church, out of bounds to the 
young, and I swear I’d have risked a strapping to lay my hands 
on the family Bible in Ma’s kist, wrapped in calico and shavings 
of camphorwood and not to be touched, not ever. Only school 
gave me the gift of the page, and for that I tried hard to prove 
myself worthy.

Miss Birnie told Ma I was a Clever Lass, clever enough 
maybe for the big school in Aberdeen, though Da would never 
have given me leave to go if ever he’d been asked. It didn’t come 
to that anyway because of what happened. Still, for all the praise 
heaped on my head for reading, for penmanship, even for sums, 
I was found wanting when it came to the business of learning 
housewifery and practising needlework. That, lambsie, was the 
part of school I didn’t like. It would wash over me, leaving 
no more lasting impression than the tracks of a crab across 
the sand at low tide. Instead of paying mind to my needles, 
I’d be listening to Mr McCrindle on the other side of the 
room, teaching the laddies. How could heel-darning and the 
barleycorn stitch compare to Astronomy? But the tracking of 
the moon and the constellations was the work of men-to-be 
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who must know the way to the shoals and back. Girls? Pah. Girls 
were to keep their eyes down.

At home, there was always work to do, just more of it since 
Kitta had gone. Granda didn’t go out to sea for days any more. 
He couldn’t manage the lines without a strong crew; the weight 
was too much for him. But every few nights he’d take out the 
Lily Maud with his straggler-helpers and return next morning 
with a modest haul. Before school we’d scrape the fish clean of 
scales with twigs of birch, knife out the insides and take off the 
heads, and then split each fish to dry. If the weather was good, 
they’d go on racks outside, but more often we’d hang them in the 
chimney. Ooh, the smell of them there, smoking lightly, scented 
with fir cones burnt to ash in the grate! The dried ones were called 
speldings and the ones in the chimney were smokies. I wish you 
could taste them, lambsie. Nothing like that today, no.

Reddin’, now, that was always women’s work, and Granda 
left us to it. After school, Liza, Elspet and I would clean the 
hooksa stinking job! Pinching off bits of rotten bait, checking 
the knots of horsehair that tied each hook to the snoods of the 
lines. And before Granda took out the Lily Maud again, we’d to 
gather bait for the wily bottom feeders: cod, haddock, whiting. 
Whelks were best, scraped off stones in briny pools, but even in 
April we’d oftentimes be breaking a crust of ice to find them. 
When whelks were scarce, we’d pluck limpets and mussels from 
rocks in the shallows. Shellinganother job I couldn’t abide. 
Always there were enormous mounds of empty shells along 
Tiller Street and right down to the boatie shore. Whelks and 
limpets, those were parboiled first and then shucked, but mussels 
had to be prised out of a slimy sea syrup. Horrible! The smell of 
shellfish has forever made my nose run, my eyes itch. Agony, it 
was, not to scratch the burning till my lashes fell out. 

And it was a job made the worse for the absence of my 
Kitta. Wasn’t that I didn’t like my cousinsoh, but that Liza! If 
she wasn’t whining she was prattling fit to give us all a pain in 
the peenie.
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One day she fixed us both, Elspet and me, with a wide-eyed 
stare I’d come to mistrust.

So, what d’ye think they told me, those tinkie lasses, up by the 
peatie bog?

I shrugged. Elspet looked at me and shrugged too.
Go on, think of what, Liza urged.
I rolled my eyes at Elspet and carried on shelling.
How ye get to be preggernant, that’s what! And Liza sat back and 

waited, her bug eyes smug.
Elspet made a clicking noise with her tongue. Everybody 

knows that, she said softly.
I looked at her, surprised. Imagine Elspet knowing 

something like that, something I didn’t.
Liza was crestfallen but, determined to gain ground, gave a 

startling account that seemed to grow more and more fanciful, 
more and more naked, by the word. It was instantly clear, from 
Elspet’s face, that the details she’d been given were scanty, the 
picture incomplete. First she tipped her head to one side and 
looked at Liza sceptically, but by the end of the tale she was 
gasping and I was thinking: Aye, quinie, aye.

No drawers? said Elspet faintly when Liza paused for breath.
The bow of Liza’s top lip creased and she snorted. Of course 

no drawers!
I threw an empty shell as far as I could in the direction of 

the boatie shore, and resolved to ask Kitta when she came home.

~

On the day before Granda’s trips, we would bait the lines, and at 
night Ma and Unty Leebie would head off to the boatie shore, 
struggling with murlins loaded with lines and bulls’ bladders 
bloated up for floats, or big flat ballast stones from the river. I 
was left to clean up after supper, to see to the fire, to knit, but 
while no-one was there to see me I would perch a wee while 
on the stone wall in front of the lean-to, looking across to the 
boatie shore. Something compelled me to watch, I don’t know 
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why. In the distance, in the plumes of mist lit by fishermen’s 
lamps, were Ma and Unty Jinna and Unty Leebie, wading back 
and forth between the Lily Maud and the shorethe lighter 
murlins floating before them, the weightier loads balanced on 
their heads. But I would climb down from the wall when Ma 
crouched in the shallows for Granda to climb onto her shoulders, 
to be delivered to the Lily Maud with his seaboots warm and dry. 
As I shuddered, I could feel Kittafar awayshuddering along 
with me. 

Before the men went away to the herring, they would sing 
as the fleet left at night. The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want … 
I can never hear the words of that psalm without remembering 
the sound of their voices and the way the wind would blow 
them back to us from the sea. 

There was a fleet no more at Roanhaven, no more that 
comforting choir. Whatever god Jeemsie might have bowed to 
as he set sail, he kept his prayers to himself.




